
How to get started in Aspentech 
 
Dll needs to be installed on the user’s machine 
Aspen Shell&Tube V7.21 should be installed. 
 
Release of V7.3 which was released beginning of January 2011 is not 
recommended since there are some minor inconsistencies which are not 
present in V7.21 
 
If possible Calculations should be done with Version 7.21 
  
 
Limitations: Single Phase Flow only 

Shell&Tube 
The hiTRAN option can be found as shown in the screenshot: 

 
 
Once the hiTRAN option is clicked the hiTRAN wire Matrix Frame is activated and the 
drop down list populated with the following options: 
Find optimum Insert 
Use previous Insert 
Specify new Insert 
 



 
 
Once selected the tube side heat transfer and pressure drop calculations are based 
on Cal Gavin data. 
 
Depending on the selected Calculation Mode in Aspen  
(Find optimum Insert ; Use previous Insert) 
The plug in behavior differs as explained below: 
 
Find optimum Insert /   (rating / checking) mode 
 
In order to run this mode in Aspen Shell&Tube under calculation option [rating / 
checking] has to be selected. The hiTRAN plug in will try to find a Insert geometry 
(Loopdensity) which just takes up all the allowable pressure drop in order to give the 
highest tube side heat transfer. Main parameters to influence the result are: 

- Allowable tube side pressure drop 
- Number of tube passes per bundle 

In order to see what kind of combination is useful the hiTRAN Info button can be clicked. 
!Prior of doing this, the case to be run once in Shell&Tube! 
The following Info Graph will be shown: 



 
 
This graph gives additional Information how to choose the pass arrangement with 
hiTRAN in order to stay within the allowable pressure drop. In an optimised design the 
allowable pressure drop should equal the calculated pressure drop 
 
The case can be run and in the Output summary the hiTRAN pressure drop and heat 
transfer can be seen.  



 
 
It can be seen that the Insert Geometry is chosen to take up all the allowable pressure 
drop. 
The Insert Part Number which describes the Geometry can be found under 



 
 
 
The Part Number can also be found in the TEMA specification sheet.  
 
 
 
Use previous Insert /   (simulation) mode 
 
In Simulation Mode the Insert is fixed. This means different process conditions can be 
simulated with a fixed Insert Geometry. To do this the following steps needs to be 
undertaken: 
 
1. 
Prior to simulation the case has to be run in Rating checking mode in order to find an 
optimized Insert. 



 
In this mode a part number is calculated and displayed under hiTRAN Part No. 
(previous) 
When in the drop down list Use previous Insert is clicked. The part number is copied 
into this box and the part number fixed. 

 
 
 
Now the Calculation mode in Shell&Tube can be changed to simulation and the Insert 
Geometry will be fixed for all calculations. 
 
In General now the calculated pressure drop will differ from allowable pressure drop. 



AirCooled 
 
In AirCooled the hiTRAN option can be found as shown in the screenshot: 
 

 
 
 
Once selected the tube side heat transfer and pressure drop calculations are based 
on Cal Gavin data and the following frame appears.: 
 
 

 
 
 
Default setting is: 
Number of insert types [ 1 insert type ] this means. This means for the Start Pass number 
until the End Pass Number an Insert Geometry is selected which should take up just the 
maximum Allowable pressure drop. In the case above, in a two pass exchanger the 1 



Insert type is specified to be installed in each pass. This would be the normal first default 
choice. 
 
 
Depending on the selected Calculation type in Aspen  
(Find optimum Insert ; Use previous Insert) 
The plug in behavior differs as explained below: 
 
Find optimum Insert /   (rating / checking) mode 
 
In order to run this mode in Aspen AirCooled under Program calculation mode [rating / 
checking] has to be selected. The hiTRAN plug in will try to find a Insert geometry 
(Loopdensity) which just takes up all the allowable pressure drop in order to give the 
highest tube side heat transfer. Main parameters to influence the result are: 

- Allowable tube side pressure drop 
- Number of tube passes per bundle 

In order to see what kind of combination is useful the hiTRAN Info button can be clicked. 
!Prior of doing this, the case to be run once in Shell&Tube! 
The following Info Graph will be shown: 
 

 
 
 



This graph gives additional Information how to choose the pass arrangement with 
hiTRAN in order to stay within the allowable pressure drop. In an optimised design the 
allowable pressure drop should equal the calculated pressure drop 
 
The case can be run and under Results / Performance the hiTRAN pressure drop and heat 
transfer can be seen.  
 

 
 
It can be seen that the Insert Geometry is chosen to take up all the allowable pressure 
drop. 
The Insert Part Number which describes the Geometry can be found under 
 



 
 
 
Use previous Insert /   (simulation) mode 
In AirCooled Simulation Mode the Insert is fixed. This means different process 
conditions can be simulated with a fixed Insert Geometry. To do this the following steps 
needs to be undertaken: 
 
Prior to simulation the case has to be run in Rating checking mode in order to find an 
optimized Insert! 
 
In Calculation type the dropdown list has to be set to [previous insert] 
 
 

 
 
! Note: When you change the dropdown list the hiTRAN Part number field will stay 
blank, please click once with the mouse into the part number field to show the part 
number (unresolved bug)! 



 

Assigning one  Insert type only for certain tube passes in 
AirCooled 
In AirCooled it is possible to assign hiTRAN Inserts to certain tubes only. 
In our example we could assign the 1 insert type only to the second pass in the air Cooler: 
 

 
 
 
Again there would be a dramatic change in heat transfer from the first to the second pass: 

 
 
The Simulation option is here also available. 
 



Assigning different  Insert types  for certain tube passes in 
AirCooled 
 
In AirCooled it is possible to use up to 3 different Insert types in one bundle. 
 
Example 
Target pressure drop for the whole exchanger 1.2 bar 
 

1. For the first set of Insert from pass 1 to pass 2  a estimate pressure drop has to be 
chosen: 
Chosen 0.5 bar 
 
Calculation with screenshots: 

 
 
 
 

 
 



The calculation result will be an bundle 1 Pass equipped with hiTRAN second pass 
empty plain. Overall pressure drop 0.5 bar. 
 
2. In a next step 2 Insert types are selected. This means a second Insert is populated 

 
 
Now the first Insert type has to be kept fixed with Calculation Mode use previous Insert. 
And the second Insert type has to work in find optimum Insert Mode. 
In addition the allowable pressure drop has to be increased in this case to the desired 1.2 
bar 
 

 
 
The results are shown below: 



 
 
The Total Pressure drop is 1.2bar as required and two different Insert types are used. 
 
Under  Exchanger data the detailed Information about hiTRAN Geometry and pressure 
drop can be found: 
 

 
 


